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The most advanced solution on the market to automate and accelerate your entire
business from orders through billing and everything in between.

Dispatch Science

PHONE:

844.558.2011

Mid-market players operating 10 – 1000 vehicles are struggling to keep up with the demand
for faster, cheaper, and tighter integration into their shippers’ supply chains. We provide
unprecedented levels of optimization to help delivery companies remain competitive.

WEBSITE:

Dispatch Science is a cutting-edge, cloud-based courier management solution that
automatically dispatches orders to drivers in real-time.

info@dispatchscience.com

Its mobile-first design makes it sleek, intuitive, and easy to use. Dispatch Science uses
artificial intelligence and sophisticated algorithms to automatically assign orders to drivers
in the most optimal way possible. It maximizes your capacity, while ensuring customer
requirements are met, using the most efficient and cost-effective driver and route selections.
The only intelligent system that automates dispatch
Dispatch Science’s automated dispatch engine uses advanced algorithms to automate
many tasks that bog your dispatchers down. It takes the guesswork out of making informed
decisions so that your dispatching team can focus on more complex tasks and offer your
customers stellar service.
Dispatchers can also seamlessly manage incoming orders and balance workloads to
increase delivery performance.
Advanced and feature-rich tools for your drivers to improve performance
Our automated, intelligent dispatch system and smartphone app provide optimized
routes to drivers to deliver parcels faster and increase their earnings. The app’s built-in
GPS helps drivers locate pick-up and delivery addresses in a snap.
Flawless customer experience to gain long-term loyalty
Give customers a flawless customer experience by enabling them to access your selfservice branded portal to place orders, access their account and order history, and much
more. Customers can track their orders in real time and your dispatchers will spend less
time on the phone.
Transparency and visibility to empower your operations
Comprehensive dashboards and reports allow for proactive decision making and visibility
into your business performance. Dispatch Science gives you insight on successful order
completion, adherence to SLAs, driver utilization, profitability and margins by service
type and pricing model, and a wide variety of other eye-opening stats.

www.dispatchscience.com
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